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Functional changes in piriform cortex pyramidal neurons in the chronic 
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Abstract. Chronic treatment of rats with methamphetamine (MAP) causes a range of functional 
changes to the central nervous system (CNS), including a toxicity that is widespread throughout 
the brain (Frost and Cadet 2000; Fasihpour et al. 2013). In this report, we examined the effect 
of chronic MAP treatment on pyramidal neurons of the rat piriform cortex, an area involved 
in sensory processing, associative learning and a model system for studies on synaptic plastic-
ity. MAP treatment significantly depolarized the membrane potential and decreased neuronal 
input resistance. Furthermore, the voltage-dependence of both AMPA and NMDA responses 
was disturbed by chronic MAP treatment, and the extent of long-term potentiation (LTP) was 
decreased. Morphological changes of MAP-treated rat pyramidal neurons were observed as 
blebbing of the dendrite trees. The changes we observed represent detrimental effects on the 
function of piriform cortical neurons further illustrating deficits in synaptic plasticity extend 
beyond the hippocampus. These changes may contribute to behavioural deficits in chronic 
MAP-treated animals. 
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Introduction

Methamphetamine (MAP) and its derivatives, 3,4 meth-
ylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, “ecstasy”) and 
3,4-methylenedioxyamphetamine (MDA), are powerful psy-
chostimulant drugs of abuse. Chronic and/or excessive doses 
cause impaired memory and learning (Schröder et al. 2003; 
Goncalves et al. 2012) and other mental diseases (Fasihpour 
et al. 2013) including addiction. Addiction to MAP and the 
associated symptoms of disorientation and increased aggres-
siveness have become a social problem (Rusyniak 2013).

There is evidence that neurotoxicity and the neuronal
disorders associated with chronic MAP involves altered 

function of dopamine and NMDA receptor signaling 
pathways (Frost and Cadet, 2000; Moriguchi et al. 2002; 
Ishikawa et al. 2005). MAP-induced sensitization and neu-
rotoxicity, for example, can be blocked by NMDA receptor 
antagonists (Ohmori et al. 1994; Thomas and Kuhn, 2005).
The physiological mechanisms underlying the disability of
memory and learning with chronic MAP treatment have 
largely focused on the rat hippocampus (Ohmori et al. 
1994; Hori et al. 2010; Han et al. 2012) and neostriatum 
(Moriguchi et al. 2002). Activation of NMDA receptors in 
rat hippocampal slices mediates long-term potentiation 
(LTP) at Schaffer collateral to CA1 neuron synapses (Hori
et al. 2010; Swant et al. 2010), and this form of synaptic 
plasticity is believed to be an important aspect of the early 
stages of the formation of some types of memory (Lynch 
2004). Chronic MAP treatment is associated with reduc-
tions in hippocampal LTP (Ohmori et al. 1994; Swant et 
al. 2010).
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The present study extends these studies on the electro-
physiological and morphological effects of chronic MAP to
the pyramidal neurons of the rat piriform cortex, a region 
that receives fibers directly from the olfactory bulb and has
a well-defined neuronal architecture, similar to that in the
hippocampus (Hori et al. 2010). Coupled with the defined
role of the piriform cortex in olfactory processing and learn-
ing, the piriform cortex is also a suitable region for the study 
of synaptic plasticity (Linster and Hasselmo 2001). Further-
more, the piriform cortex may be particularly relevant to 
behavioral models of stereotypical behavior that accompa-
nies chronic MAP abuse. Rats sensitized to amphetamine 
display a stereotyped abnormal sniffing behavior (Kitanaka
et al. 2009) that may involve alterations in piriform cortex 
function. Furthermore, there are little previous electrophysi-
ological and morphological studies on pyramidal neurons in 
piriform cortex of MAP sensitized rats. Therefore, we chroni-
cally treated mature rats with MAP and investigated changes 
in both morphological properties, and of intrinsic neuronal 
properties (membrane potential, membrane resistance) and 
synaptic physiology and plasticity (LTP, and sensitivity of 
NMDA and AMPA receptors).

Materials and Methods

Chronic MAP treatment

All experiments were performed in accordance with The
Guiding Principles for Care and Use of Animals in The
Field of Physiological Society of Japan. As shown in the 
experimental protocol schematic of Fig. 1, male Sprague-
Dawley mature rats (body weight about 250 g) were treated 
with MAP (5 mg/kg, ip) each day for 4 consecutive days (1st 
treatment), followed by a second four-day treatment with 
the same amount of MAP beginning 26 days after the 1st 
treatment regime. Physiological experiments were begun 
7 days after the final injection of the 2nd round of treat-
ment (Fig. 1). Control rats were injected with physiological 

saline using the same dosing schedule as the MAP-treated 
rat group.

Slice preparation

Rats were deeply anesthetized with pentobarbital (60 mg/kg 
i.p.) and euthanized by cervical dislocation. The brain was
rapidly removed and soaked in a cold Krebs-Ringer solu-
tion, containing 126 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 2.4 mM CaCl2, 
1.3 mM MgSO4, 1.26 mM KH2PO4, 26 mM NaHCO3, 
10 mM D-glucose, saturated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 
(Hori et.al. 1988). The brain was bisected along the lateral
olfactory tract (LOT) and the right cut surface placed down 
on moist filter paper, and cut into an even block by removal
of the rostral and caudal parts. Slices of 400 μm thickness 
were made along the LOT with a simple vibratome as de-
scribed previously (Hori and Carpenter, 1994). Eight slices 
were obtained from each rat brain. Slices were incubated 
in a Krebs-Ringer solution for 2 h at 34°C to improve re-
covery from the injury. An individual slice was then placed 
on a fenestrated Plexiglas plate in a submerged recording 
chamber perfused with oxygenated external solution at 34°C 
at a flow rate of 3 ml/min.

Electrophysiological measurements

As shown in Fig. 2A, a concentric stimulating electrode was 
placed within the LOT, and supramaximal electrical stimuli 
of 50 μs square-waves were applied at 0.05 Hz. For recording 
of the population excitatory postsynaptic potential (field
EPSP), a low-resistance glass micropipette (1 to 2 μm tip 
diameter) filled with Ringer-Krebs solution was positioned
in the dendritic tree of the pyramidal cell body. Electrical 
stimuli of 100 Hz were given to LOT for one second to in-
duce LTP. Recording of intracellular membrane potentials in 
slice preparation were made with an approximately 80 MΩ 
conventional glass microelectrode filled with 2 M potassium
acetate. The glass microelectrode was connected to a DC
amplifier (Neuro Data) and electrode resistance was nulled
with the bridge circuit. Input resistance was measured using 
small current injections to elicit responses from +10 mV to 
–20 mV around the resting potential, to avoid rectification
responses. The change in action potential threshold was
not measured. AMPA and NMDA were ionophoretically 
applied to the dendrite trees during intracellular record-
ings. Ionophoresis was performed by Neurosphere Model 
8H-2 control unit applying an electrical pulse for 1 s every 
30 s to a multi-electrode filled with AMPA or NMDA (Hori
et al. 1988). For morphological analysis, Lucifer yellow CH 
(Sigma, 10% in distilled water) was injected into a cell body 
through a different electrode (OD, 1.5 μm; ID, 0.9 μm; elec-
trode resistance, 30−50 MΩ) by the application of 250 ms 
and 2 nA negative current pulses at 2 Hz for 1.5−2 min.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of dosing and experimental sched-
ule for chronic methamphetamine (MAP) treatment. The dosing
regime involved two daily MAP treatment periods, followed by 
electrophysiological and morphological experiments. 
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Results

Rats maintained a constant body weight of about 250 g dur-
ing the chronic MAP or saline treatment periods. In chroni-
cally MAP-treated rats, some sensitizations as evidenced 
by increased movement and sniffing were observed. Mem-
brane properties of pyramidal neuron were recorded with 
conventional glass microelectrodes (Fig. 2A, “3”), synaptic 
field responses in dendritic layers recorded extracellularly
(Fig. 2A, “2”) in response to LOT stimulation and AMPA 
and NMDA receptor responses recorded intracellularly 
after iontophoretic application of these ligands to dendrites
(Fig. 2A, “1”). Morphology was revealed by filling neurons
with fluorescent Lucifer yellow, which extensively diffused
into the neurons so as to identify soma and dendrites 
(Fig. 2B). Chronically MAP-treated rats showed some 
apparent blebbing of pyramidal cell dendrites that was 

absent in control rats (Fig. 2B). The average values and SD
of pyramidal neuron membrane potential and input resist-
ance in control neurons were –64 ± 9.2 mV and 35 ± 8.3 
MΩ (n = 5), respectively, while in MAP-treated rats both 
these values were significantly decreased to –58 ± 13.3 mV
and 22 ± 6.1 MΩ (n = 5), respectively (Fig. 3A). Figure 3Ba 
shows typical time course of LTP of excitatory synaptic field
EPSPs recorded in control (Cont) and MAP-treated (MAP) 
neurons. The peak amplitude of the initial, transient post
tetanic potentiation (PTP) was the same between control 
and MAP-treated rat neurons, but the amplitude of the 
prolonged LTP plateau phase was significantly smaller in
MAP-treated rat neurons as compared to control neurons 
(Fig. 3Bb). Given the variability in the amplitude of synaptic 
potentials between different cells, Fig. 3B plots the extent
of LTP (plateau phase in Fig. 3Bb) relative to the control 
amplitude.

Figure 2. A. Photomicrograph of rat piriform cortex with labelled pyramidal neuron (PY) and showing schematic depiction of electro-
physiological recordings with ionophoretic micro electrode (1), extracellular recording electrode (2), intracellular recording electrode 
(3) and stimulation of lateral olfactory tract (LOT). B. Pyramidal neurons in piriform cortex slices labelled by Lucifer yellow. Lucifer 
yellow was injected electrophoretically via a glass microelectrode, and the slice was subsequently fixed it in 4% para-formaldehyde.
Neurons were observed under a fluorescence microscope, with images digitized and stored on hard disk, as in our previous papers (Hori
et al. 2001, 2002, 2010). a. Typical morphological features of control rat pyramidal neurons. b. Typical features of pyramidal neurons of 
MAP-treated rats, including dendritic blebs (arrows). Scale bar is 0.1 mm. Similar results were observed in other 4−6 slice preparations. 
Cont, control; MAP, methamphetamine.
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As NMDA and glutamate receptors are involved in me-
diating LTP at many synapses, we further studied the effects
of chronic MAP treatment on the direct receptor response 
activated by ionophoretic application of AMPA and NMDA 
to the dendrite trees of pyramidal neurons (Fig. 2A). Fig-
ure 4A shows typical responses obtained from control rat 
neurons and MAP-treated rat neurons (Fig. 4A) at different
holding membrane potentials. When the membrane poten-
tial of control neurons was hyperpolarized, AMPA responses 
increased in amplitude while NMDA responses decreased 
in amplitude. The increase in AMPA responses is consistent
with the increased driving force, while the NMDA response 
may decrease due to an increase in channel block by external 
Mg2+ at more negative potentials (e.g., Chen et al. 1999). Fig-
ure 4B illustrates the measurement of the resting membrane 
potential response (a) and 10 mV hyperpolarized membrane 
potential response (b), from which a response ratio (b/a) 
was obtained. In control neurons the AMPA response ratio 
decreased by about 30% upon hyperpolarization, while the 
NMDA response increased by about 30% upon hyperpo-
larization (Fig. 4B, n = 7). In contrast, in MAP-treated rat 
neurons, the AMPA responses did not change much upon 

hyperpolarization, while the NMDA responses markedly 
increased upon hyperpolarization (Figs. 4A, B). Hence, 
this voltage-dependent profile was altered in MAP treated
rats, including a loss of voltage-dependent block of NMDA 
response. Both the AMPA and NMDA response ratios were 
significantly different in control and MAP-treated rats (Fig.
4B, n = 7). 

To further evaluate NMDA receptor function, we exam-
ined the effect of bath application of NMDA on the synaptic
field EPSP. Figure 5 shows typical time course of effects of
bath NMDA (10−6 M) field EPSPs evoked by supramaximal
50 μs square-wave pulses applied to LOT at 0.05 Hz, in con-
trol (A) and MAP-treated (B) rat neurons. In control rats, 
the field EPSP amplitude decreased gradually with time after
NMDA application, reaching a reduced steady-stay ampli-
tude between about 10−40% of control over 15 min (Fig. 5A). 
In contrast, in all MAP-treated rat slice neurons, bath NMDA 
application completely eliminated the responses after 15 min
of NMDA application (Fig. 5B). The elimination of synaptic
response appeared slower and more variable, perhaps reflect-
ing the decreased NMDA receptor response (as in Fig 4A). 
A transient facilitation was observed in some neurons during 

Figure 3. A. Averaged membrane potential and input resistance of pyramidal neurons from control (Cont) and chronic MAP-treated 
(MAP) rats. Data were obtained from 6−7 neurons. Vertical bar indicates mean ± S.D. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. Ba. Representative time 
course of the LTP of relative peak field EPSP amplitudes in response to tetanic LOT stimulation (TS, 100 Hz for 1 s). Note the transient
PTP in response to the tetanus, followed by a sustained LTP. Bb. The relative increase in the population response recorded 30 min fol-
lowing tetanic stimulation is significantly larger in slices from control rats (Cont) as compared to slices from chronic MAP-treated rats
(MAP). Data were obtained from 7 neurons for control and 5 neurons for MAP-treated rats. ** p < 0.01. LOT, lateral olfactory tract ; 
LTP, long-term potentiation ; MAP, methamphetamine; PTP, transient post tetanic potentiation.
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the gradual disappearance of the response. The mechanisms
of block and transient facilitation will require further study 
to explain, but the known decrease in K+ channel currents in 
MAP-treated rodents (Wang et al. 2013) may contribute to 

stabilize the membrane in the face of NMDA-induced depo-
larizations. Without such a stabilizing conductance, sudden 
depolarizations may transiently facilitate release before a loss 
of transmission due to further depolarization block.

Figure 4. A. Intracellularly recorded AMPA and NMDA responses in control (Cont) and MAP-treated (MAP) rat neurons at different
membrane potentials. NMDA and AMPA were applied by iontophoresis using 10 nA and 20 nA of current, respectively. In both graphs, 
the middle trace shows the recording at the resting membrane potential, the top trace is at a membrane potential depolarized by 10 mV, 
while the lower trace is a membrane potential hyperpolarized by 10mV. B. Quantification of the effect of membrane potential changes on
the AMPA and NMDA responses. Schematic diagram illustrates how the ratio of hyperpolarized response to resting membrane potential 
response (b/a) was obtained. Upper panel (a) shows the resting membrane potential response, lower panel (b) shows the response when 
the membrane potential was hyperpolarized by 10mV. Group data for the b/a ratio for the NMDA response (left) and the AMPA response
(right) in control (Cont) and MAP treated rat neurons. Data were obtained from 7 neurons. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

Figure 5. Effects of NMDA on field synaptic responses evoked by supramaximal 50 μs square-wave pulses applied to the LOT at 0.05 Hz, in
control neurons (A) and in MAP-treated neurons (B). NMDA (10−6 M) was applied 5 min after evoking the synaptic response, as indicated
by the arrow (time = 0 min). Relative response amplitudes obtained from 3 neurons for A, and 4 neurons for B are shown overlayed.
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Discussion

MAP is a powerfully addictive drug whose chronic use 
causes psychiatric complications for the users with associated 
social problems. Among the psychiatric symptoms, chronic 
MAP users have deficits in memory and learning. LTP is an
electrophysiological response that is widely used to measure 
synaptic plasticity following high-frequency stimulation, and 
is a key event in the early steps of some forms of memory 
formation (Lynch 2004). Chronic MAP-treatment affects the
formation of LTP in rodent hippocampal slices (Hori et al. 
2010; Swant et al. 2010) and the present experiments show 
that LTP in piriform cortex pyramidal neurons in response 
to lateral olfactory tract stimulation is also impaired by 
chronic MAP. The reduced response to NMDA receptors
and the altered voltage-dependence of the NMDA response 
may render this receptor unable to effectively induce this
NMDA-dependent LTP (Kanter and Haberly 1990). How-
ever, dopamine receptors, along with NMDA receptors, are 
important in neurotoxicity of MAP (Kuribara and Uchihashi 
1994). MAP exposure induces long-lasting alterations to 
NMDA and dopamine D1, D2 receptor function (Graham 
et al. 2013) and D1 receptors have an essential role in MAP-
induced impairment of LTP in the hippocampus (Nabavi et 
al. 2013). The D1/D5 receptor agonist, SKF 38393, increases
hippocampal LTP (Roggenhofer et al. 2013), suggesting MAP 
may act to inhibit D1 mediated. The learning of a reward for
smell in rats depends on D1 receptors in the piriform cortex, 
and is also reduced with age (Garske et al. 2013) and impaired 
LTP in the present study may also relate to MAP-induced 
altered D1 signaling. Interestingly, the extent of PTP was 
similar in control and MAP rats, suggesting that aspects of 
acute Ca2+-dependent presynaptic plasticity at this synapse 
are retained after chronic MAP (Zucker 1993).

We also observed apparent blebbing on both the apical 
and basal dendrites of MAP- treated rat piriform neurons. 
Similar morphological changes were also seen in our previ-
ous study on CA1 pyramidal cells in MAP-treated rats (Hori 
et al. 2010). The membrane potential and input resistance
in MAP-treated rat neurons significantly decreased as com-
pared to control neurons. The morphological changes we
saw are indicative of cellular injury, and an injury induced 
non-selective “leak” current may contribute to the reduction 
of membrane potential and input resistance, as also suggested 
for CA1 neurons in our previous report (Hori et al. 2010). 
A more specific conductance change, such as an inhibition of
the Ca-activated K channels may also contribute to the depo-
larization induced by chronic MAP (Wang et al. 2013).

Similar morphological and membrane potential changes 
were observed in hippocampal CA1 neurons after transient
ischemia, which results in a complete loss of synaptic func-
tion over time (Hori and Carpenter 1994). These morpho-
logical and functional changes may also contribute to the loss 

of LTP seen in the present study, suggesting a more indirect 
effect of MAP rather than a direct effect on LTP mecha-
nisms. LTP and learning of new tasks are both associated 
with increased growth and stabilization of dendritic spines 
(Wang et al. 2008; Hill and Zito 2013), and the morphologi-
cal changes seen in the present study would be expected to 
impair dendritic growth and stabilization, and also to pos-
sible disrupt neural circuits and lead to functional defects 
(Frost and Cadet 2000). 

When the membrane potential was hyperpolarized, the 
AMPA responses of control neurons became bigger while 
NMDA response decreased. This contrasted with MAP-
treated rats in which the opposite directions of changes 
were seen. The mechanisms of this difference are unclear. As
indicated above, this may reflect relief of voltage-dependent
block of NMDA receptors, as reported previously in MAP-
treated animals (Moriguchi et al. 2002) and in kainic acid-
induced trauma (Chen et al. 1999). Alternatively, changes in 
morphology and in membrane properties may mean that the 
ability to maintain altered membrane potentials in neuronal 
dendrites is decreased in MAP-treated rats, with these po-
tential dendritic changes may differentially affect the AMPA
and NMDA responses. Functional changes in the subtypes or 
posttranslational modification of AMPA and NMDA recep-
tors may also occur with chronic MAP treatment. 

In conclusion, chronic MAP treatment results in a range 
of morphological, neuronal membrane and synaptic recep-
tor effects that suggest neural circuit processing in dendrites
and cell soma of piriform pyramidal neurons is impaired. 
Our results bear similarities to those observed at hippoc-
ampal synapses, suggesting effects of MAP treatment may
impact on synaptic plasticity and circuit properties more 
widely than just at hippocampal synapses. These cellular
and neural circuit changes may contribute also to changes of 
memory, learning, and social behaviors. The piriform cortex
in particular may be involved in sensitization of olfactory 
behaviours in MAP-treated rats. Our studies provide an ad-
ditional model to help understand the neural basis of such 
psychiatric symptoms.
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